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Executive Summary

The Lien Centre for Social Innovation is a think tank within Singapore Management University that examines the social landscape in Singapore and Southeast Asia. One of the centre’s major research programmes is the unmet social needs of vulnerable groups in Singapore. This paper focuses on a particularly large group in the Singapore social landscape: low/semi-skilled migrant workers.

Low/semi-skilled migrant workers are a vital yet vulnerable part of Singapore: they are nearly one million in strength, or 27 per cent of the workforce, yet they also have a great many unmet challenges, including indebtedness, low wages, accommodation difficulties, and, in some cases, mistreatment and abuse.

This study attempts to identify some of the welfare issues confronting one part of this community: South Asian migrant workers, working in low-paid manual jobs, mostly in the construction and shipyard industries. We surveyed 605 men in Little India in August 2013 (see Figure 1). We measured the psychological distress (Kessler 6) of these men, and then correlated psychological distress with over 40 socio-economic variables. Of the 605, 344 had injury or salary claims lodged with the Ministry of Manpower (MOM), while 261 were regular Work Permit holders. We followed up with 196 qualitative interviews with South Asian migrant workers, which allowed us to better understand the dynamics identified in the quantitative study.

The findings show that Serious Mental Illness (SMI) is, in all likelihood, endemic amongst our sample of injury and salary claim workers (mostly Special Pass holders): 62 per cent met the screening criteria for an SMI. In comparison, just 13 per cent of regular workers met the same criteria.

What is the cause of this psychological distress? Amongst injury and salary claim workers, the major sources of psychological distress are, aside from workplace injuries, (i) a lack of accommodation (90 per cent of workers did not live with their employer), largely due to injured employees running away from their employers’ accommodation, and (ii) threats of repatriation from employers (64 per cent affected).

1 Approximately 80 per cent of injury and salary claim workers at the soup kitchen are Special Pass holders.
The sample of regular Work Permit holders is, in general, emotionally healthy. There were, however, two classes of workers for whom this was not true: (i) workers who had paid agent fees (62 per cent affected), especially those with unpaid agent fee debt (six per cent affected), and (ii) workers whose employers have threatened them with repatriation (10 per cent affected). Workers in these categories showed significant distress.

To address the problem of distress caused by lack of accommodation, we recommend exploring options for alternative housing for injury and salary claim workers. To address the problem of distress caused by threats of repatriation, we suggest exploring options for delinking Work Permit holders’ visas and employment contracts. To address the problem of distress brought on by agent fee debt, we recommend exploring the regulation of offshore migration agents.

**Figure 1:**
Primary Quantitative Dataset

- **605 SOUTH ASIAN MIGRANT WORKERS**
  - **261 REGULAR MIGRANT WORKERS:**
    - Work Permit Holders
    - Recruited from the streets of Little India
  - **344 INJURY AND SALARY CLAIM CASES:**
    - Individuals with injury and salary claim cases registered with MOM
    - Recruited from ‘The Cuff Road Project’ food programme in Little India
Introduction

Background

There are approximately one million low-waged, low-skilled migrant workers in Singapore. They make up 27 per cent of Singapore’s workforce. These people are a vital part of Singapore’s economy and society: they staff the construction, marine (shipyard), manufacturing, and service industries, in addition to providing household labour as domestic workers. At the same time, they are a vulnerable population: they are generally workers from low socio-economic classes of developing countries, separated from their families, many saddled with debt, often working for long hours, and sometimes facing mistreatment and abuse. Given this dual nature of being both vital yet vulnerable, this study seeks to understand the welfare issues, particularly sources of psychological distress, faced by this large segment of the workforce.

The welfare issues highlighted in this report are important because mental health is a basic human right, in accordance with Article 12 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. There are also important economic and political reasons why Singapore should be concerned about these issues. The mental health problems we identify are associated with undesirable industry practices, which may undermine Singapore’s reputation as a regional and global economic hub. While migrant workers are the most directly affected, there may be wider repercussions for the Singaporean society as well.

---


Singapore’s migrant worker employment system

Most of the low-waged, low-skilled migrant workers in Singapore come from a small number of countries that are geographically close to Singapore, particularly the Philippines, China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Bangladesh. In general, the migrant workers come to Singapore because of the lack of employment opportunities in their home countries and the lure of higher-paying jobs in Singapore. Most migrant workers pay agent fees (and sometimes training fees) of between $1,000 and $10,000 to come to Singapore. Some are lucky enough to be able to borrow from family or close friends, but many have no choice but to resort to borrowing from pawnbrokers and moneylenders who charge high interest rates.

The working and living conditions of migrant workers in Singapore are largely governed by four main laws: (1) the Employment Act (EA) which governs terms and conditions of all employees in Singapore earning up to $4,500 per month (except Foreign Domestic Workers (FDWs)); (2) the Employment of Foreign Manpower Act (EFMA) which outlines the rights and responsibilities of both employers and migrant workers; (3) the Work Injury Compensation Act (WICA) which is a low-cost, no-fault compensation system; and (4) the Employment Agencies Act (EAA) which regulates placement of workers by employment agencies.

When low-waged workers come to Singapore, they tend to be on the lowest of the three tiers of work visas in Singapore: the Work Permit (generally for workers earning less than $2,200/month).

The other two classes of work visas are the S Pass (earning more than $2,200/month) and the Employment Pass (earning more than $3,300/month). Employers of non-Malaysian Work Permit holders are required to purchase a $5,000 security bond from the government, which is forfeited if either the employer or the Work Permit holder breaches a range of obligations, such as if the employer fails to pay for the upkeep and maintenance of the worker or fails to pay for the worker’s passage to their country of origin after their Work Permit expires. This security bond is part of a more general policy which ties Work Permit holders’ visas to a specific employer, meaning workers do not have the ability to change employers during the term of their contract without their employers’ prior approval.

Workers who are injured or have lodged salary claims are often shifted to a class of visa called a Special Pass. A Special Pass is class of visa that may be issued under a wide variety of circumstances. In this study, the Special Pass holders we are focusing on are those with outstanding injury or salary claims, and whose work permits have expired or been cancelled. On this visa, workers are entitled to remain in Singapore, but lose the right to work unless they receive special permission from MOM, and generally also the certification of a doctor for injured workers.

_________


5 Note that all currencies are in Singapore Dollars. At the time of publishing, 1 Singapore Dollar = 0.72 US Dollars.


7 In our qualitative interviews, workers reported paying three to six per cent interest rates per month.

8 FDWs are not covered by WICA, but employers are required to buy personal accident insurance for FDWs.


11 There are three main types of special passes:
1) Special Passes issued by MOM for work injury compensation cases after a Work Permit has been cancelled;
2) Special Passes issued by MOM to workers caught working illegally;
3) Special Passes issued by ICA for overstayers or other immigration offenses.

12 There exists a Temporary Job Scheme (TJS) to allow Special Pass holders to work. Our communication with the Ministry, workers, employers, and NGOs provided conflicting information on the TJS. MOM pointed to the existence of this scheme as providing a route towards work for Special Pass holders, so long as the workers are authorised as fit by a doctor. However, our interviews with workers failed to uncover more than a handful of Special Pass holders who were employed under the TJS. NGOs claimed that most injured workers were excluded because of their injuries – there being the danger of exacerbating their injury. Employers we interviewed claimed that the TJS didn’t work because workers who enrolled in the programme did not turn up for work.
Previous research

While there are a number of high-quality research studies on non-domestic Work Permit holders in Singapore, undertaken by academic and non-government organisations (NGOs), the largest and most authoritative study of non-domestic Work Permit holders is the Ministry of Manpower and Migrant Workers’ Centre Foreign Worker Survey 2014 (FW Survey 2014). In this section, we will first review the FW Survey 2014, and then explain the three main ways our study aims to extend beyond the focus of the FW Survey 2014.

The FW Survey 2014 surveyed 4,000 non-domestic migrant workers, which included 3,500 Work Permit holders and 500 S Pass holders. The exact methodology was not made public. The survey contained questions about 15 to 20 different areas of migrant workers’ lives. Questions included topics such as: their satisfaction with their job; their future intentions to work in Singapore; their reasons for staying in Singapore; why they think Singapore is a good/bad place to work; information on written contracts; working hours; salaries owed and payslips; employer withholding of travel documents; and awareness of channels for assistance in case of problems at work. The overall finding was that the vast majority of Work Permit holders (87.7 per cent) were satisfied with working in Singapore and planning to stay (84 per cent). In most areas investigated in detail – such as contracts, salary owed, payslips, and awareness of channels of assistance – the conditions of migrant workers were found to be essentially satisfactory.

While 85.7 per cent of Work Permit holders would recommend Singapore as a place for work, there are a number of areas highlighted by those who would not make this recommendation. 40 per cent complained of expensive employment agency fees; 32.6 per cent said they would not recommend Singapore as a place to work because of the low pay; and 13 per cent highlighted poor working conditions. A separate part of the study found that 62 per cent of all Work Permit holders said that their employers held their passports.

How can our study make a meaningful contribution beyond the findings of this report? In short, there are three main ways that our study aims to extend beyond the focus of the FW Survey 2014.

The first is by directly measuring the correlation between worker satisfaction/dissatisfaction (in our case, psychological distress) and an extensive array of social and economic conditions of the migrant worker. The results presented in the FW Survey 2014 are by and large what statisticians call univariate statistics – presenting one variable at a time – such as “per cent of satisfied workers” or “per cent with salary owed”. While this is informative, further analysis can be made by studying the relationship between worker satisfaction/dissatisfaction/distress and the various aspects of their working and living conditions.

The second way our study aims to extend beyond the focus of the FW Survey 2014 is by conducting a detailed survey of Special Pass holders and other injury and salary claim workers. Of our total of 605 respondents, 344 were injury and salary claim workers, approximately 80 per cent of whom are Special Pass holders. As the FW Survey 2014 was a study of Work Permit (and S Pass) holders, it did not study this group.

---

14 The term ‘non-domestic Work Permit holders’ excludes those migrant workers who work as live-in domestic workers (also known colloquially as ‘maids’).


16 Note that an S Pass (issued to higher-paid migrant workers) is different from a Special Pass (issued to injured workers and other persons who generally cannot work). Employment of Foreign Manpower (Work Passes) Regulations, Rg 2, rev. ed. (15 December 2009).

17 In 2011, 97 per cent kept their Work Permits, and of those workers who didn’t keep either their Work Permit or passport, 27% said they did not get the documents back when they asked.
Special Pass holders with injury and salary claims do make up a small fraction of the total migrant worker population: MOM highlighted that less than one per cent of Work Permit holders needed help with employment difficulties, with Special Pass holders being a subset of these.18

Nevertheless, Special Pass holders do represent a section of the migrant worker population who (1) have come into serious conflict with their employer, and (2) are in need of protection and assistance from MOM. A close study of this group will be useful for shedding light on how Singapore’s migrant worker employment system is dealing with one of its most vulnerable populations.


The third way our study aims to extend beyond the focus of the FW Survey 2014 is through the range and depth of economic and social variables or conditions faced by migrant workers, including: (1) workplace injuries, days of sick leave certified by a doctor, medical neglect, and time since injury; (2) workplace mistreatment including threats of repatriation, physical and verbal abuse; (3) the provider of accommodation (employer, self, lawyer, other); (4) responsibilities such as marriage and children; and (5) the size and state of repayment of agent fee debt. While we collected data on all of these variables, the vast majority did not have a statistically significant impact on emotional wellbeing. However, what is particularly interesting is that several of variables that did turn out to be significant – threat of repatriation; paying an agent fee; clearing of agent fee debt; ejection/running away from employer accommodation – were all variables that were to our knowledge absent in the FW Survey 2014.
Methods and Data

Overview

Quantitative study of Work Permit holders and injury and salary claim workers

Our quantitative study was conducted in August 2013 in the Little India district of Singapore, a popular leisure space for many South Asian migrant workers. This involved a survey of 605 South Asian migrant workers. There were three data collection locations: the first two locations were soup kitchens for the Transient Workers Count Too (TWC2) programme called The Cuff Road Project (TCRP). At these first two locations, we interviewed 344 injury and salary claim workers. The third location was the streets of Little India, where 261 regular workers were interviewed. Data collection took two weeks to complete.

The survey was designed in consultation with volunteers from TWC2, with the aim of better understanding the causes of psychological distress amongst their Special Pass clients at the meal centre, and amongst a comparative control group of regular Work Permit holders. The final survey was 39 questions long.

The survey was translated into both Bengali and Tamil by several persons who had both fluency in either of these languages and English, and who were familiar with the problems of injury and salary claim workers. The translation was checked by blind back-translations. Additional help with communication between interviewers and interviewees was provided in an ad hoc fashion by workers on hand.

The survey was conducted by approximately 50 volunteers, most of whom were students from the Singapore Management University (SMU). Volunteers were given an eight-page training manual, and also received half to one hour of face-to-face training by the study authors. Much of this training was done one-to-one.

Upon completion of the survey, migrant workers were entitled to two bars of soap.

After data collection, input, and cleaning, a total of 1.2 per cent of values were missing (64 per cent of variables had at least one missing value, and 14.5 per cent cases had at least one missing value). Missing values were estimated using SPSS’s default multiple imputation routine. The highest variables with missing values were ‘employer pays rent’ (3.6 per cent missing), and working hours (three per cent missing). Five data sets were imputed, and results presented in this paper are the pooled values for these data sets.

Note that the reason we chose two bars of soap as a gift for completing the survey was that, first, it was recommended as culturally appropriate by the volunteers at the meal programme where we were doing the survey, and, second, we felt that it met a useful halfway point between providing enough of an incentive to complete the survey, while not too much of motivation to encourage attempts at multiple responses (which we did have other checks for, such as the stamping of meal cards).


19 Note that the survey was undertaken several months before the Little India riot of December 2013.

20 Note that the reason we chose two bars of soap as a gift for completing the survey was that, first, it was recommended as culturally appropriate by the volunteers at the meal programme where we were doing the survey, and, second, we felt that it met a useful halfway point between providing enough of an incentive to complete the survey, while not too much of motivation to encourage attempts at multiple responses (which we did have other checks for, such as the stamping of meal cards).

Qualitative study of injury and salary claim workers

Our qualitative study of injury and salary claim workers was conducted between March and August 2014. This involved interviews with 196 injury and salary claim workers. Our desire was to understand the dynamics behind (i) running away from employer accommodation, and (ii) threats of repatriation. Hence, we focused our interviews on workers who had one or both of these experiences. Interviews were conducted by eight trained interviewers, all but one of whom spoke either Tamil or Bengali.

The majority of interviews were conducted in the native tongue of the interviewee. Interviewers received several hours of training, and worked with an interview schedule and set of questions, though they were free to deviate as they judged appropriate. Interviewees were given $10 phonecards as compensation for the half hour to one hour interview. After the interviews, generally within the next day or week, the interviewers would take their hand-written notes and write a one-to-three-page account of the experiences of the interviewee.

Figure 2: Composition of quantitative sample

The demographic characteristics of our main sample

As mentioned, our quantitative survey was composed of 344 injury and salary claim workers who were registered with TCRP’s free meal programme, and 261 regular Work Permit holders from the streets of Little India (Figure 2).

22 TCRP is a meal programme under the non-profit organisation TWC2 which serves migrant workers who are out of jobs due to injury, dispute with their employers or similar reasons.
Of the total sample, 34 per cent were Indian nationals, 65 per cent were Bangladeshi, and one per cent were of other nationalities (Figure 3).

Most of the migrant workers surveyed were between the ages of 20 and 40 (Figure 4), with the average age being 30 years and two months.
Of the migrant workers surveyed, 63 per cent worked in the construction industry, 23 per cent worked in shipyards (e.g. building oil rigs and refitting ships), and 14 per cent worked in other industries, which included landscaping, processing, service and agricultural sectors (Figure 5).

Amongst the injury and salary claim workers that we surveyed, 93 per cent had injury-related problems and had lodged injury claims under WICA. 38 per cent had salary disputes lodged with MOM, and 31 per cent of the sample had both (Figure 6).23

23 According to NGO volunteers, the reason for the high number of injury cases with salary claims (31 per cent of our sample) is that once a worker is injured and on a Special Pass, they then raise pre-existing grievances with regards to salary-claims.
When examining salary, we asked workers for their average monthly take-home pay, including overtime. For injured workers, we asked about their average monthly take-home pay before they were injured. The regular Work Permit holders we interviewed on the streets of Little India appeared to be employed in considerably better paying jobs than those in which the injury and salary claim workers had been. The average regular worker earned $1,299 per month, while the average injury or salary claim worker only earned $964 prior to their injury or salary dispute (Figure 7).

This lower pay – by approximately $300/month – is despite the longer working hours amongst injury and salary claim workers vis-à-vis regular migrant workers. Prior to lodging injury and/or salary-related claims, injury and salary claim workers work an average of 69.6 hours. On the other hand, regular migrant workers only work an average of 60.4 hours (Figure 8).

It is not clear to us whether this difference in pay and hours of work is a reflection of biased retrospective thoughts on the part of emotionally distressed injured workers, or actually a real reflection of these workers coming from jobs with harsher working conditions. Both seem like possibilities. The injured workers were, on average, quite emotionally distressed, and it is known that such emotional states can alter recollections. On the other hand, a worker with worse working conditions might be more likely to be injured, leading to an over representation of such workers in the soup kitchens of Little India.
Limitations

We identified four main limitations in our study, namely: (i) the use of convenience sampling, the possibility of (ii) miscommunication, (iii) mistranslation, and (iv) retrospective bias.

First, our quantitative study consists of a convenience, non-random sample. We sampled injury and salary claim workers by approaching men at an NGO soup kitchen in Little India, while we sampled regular migrant workers by approaching men on the streets of Little India. Hence, there may be potential biases in the dataset, and the results need to be interpreted with that caveat. It is difficult to know if, for example, our sample of injury and salary claim workers is worse off than the average—since it is comprised mostly of workers who have run away from their employers; or if they are better off—since they have been able to find their way to support and assistance. Similarly, it is difficult to know if there are biases in our sample of regular Work Permit holders—who may be more privileged that the average worker because they are able to travel to Little India for shopping or recreation.

Second, the common language of the surveyors and the interviewees is English, which most of the interviewees were not highly fluent in. This means there was the chance of miscommunication. We attempted to address this by translating the survey into Bengali and Tamil, and there were also students and other bilingual workers present to assist with language difficulties.

Third, a small portion of the men interviewed were not fluent in reading their native language. These men were effectively illiterate, and required friends to translate the survey for them. This translation might have been imperfect, altering the interviewees’ understanding of the survey questions—which would in turn affect our analysis of the results.

Fourth, the survey largely asks for retrospective information, particularly in the case of asking injury and salary claim workers about their employment experiences. The human memory is notoriously unreliable, and subject to biases where the past is reinterpreted, or even changed, in light of current circumstances. It is possible that, for example, injury and salary claim workers’ answers to the questions about employer abuse (which may have occurred 8 to 12 months ago) have been distorted by the present experiences of the hardship of unemployment while waiting for their injury and salary claims to be processed.

Measuring distress

Kessler 6 (K6)

For our study, we used a measure of psychological distress called the Kessler 6 (K6).24 The K6 scale, developed with the support of the US government, is part of the core of the US National Health Interview Survey (NHIS), and technical support for the use of the scale is hosted at Harvard University.25

---

24 The K6 measure has been used as direct evidence of psychological distress (as opposed to a screening test which is followed by professional psychiatric assessment) in a wide range of studies, including:
M. Fushimi et al, “Prevalence of Psychological Distress, as Measured by the Kessler 6 (K6), and Related Factors in Japanese Employees.” Community Mental Health Journal 48, no.3 (2012): 328-44, doi: 10.1007/s10597-011-9416-7;
It has been translated into over 11 languages including: Arabic, Cantonese, Mandarin, Dutch, French, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Nepali, Sinhalese, and Spanish.

The K6 is designed as a brief (2-3 minutes) yet sensitive screening scale for non-specific psychological distress in adults. Respondents are required to answer six items rated on a 5-point scale, ranging from “none of the time” (value = 0) to “all of the time” (value = 4). The six questions, along with their Bengali translation, are listed in Figure 9. The scale gives a score from 0 to 24.

**Figure 9:**
The K6 questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>During the past 30 days, about how often did you feel...</th>
<th>All of the time</th>
<th>Most of the time</th>
<th>Some of the time</th>
<th>A little of the time</th>
<th>None of the time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>...nervous? মিলিত/বিষাক্ত?</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>...hopeless? অশান্ত/বিশ্বাসা?</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>...restless or fidgety? অহিস্ত/সন্তান্তিতা?</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>...so depressed that nothing could cheer you up? এর বিষয় হল সেই কিছুই আপনাকে উন্মুক্ত করে তোদের না?</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>...that everything was an effort? প্রায় সবই দিকের ছিল।</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f.</td>
<td>...worthless? দূরত্বিতা?</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Translation of table above:**

1. During the past 30 days, about how often did you feel nervous?
2. During the past 30 days, about how often did you feel hopeless?
3. During the past 30 days, about how often did you feel restless or fidgety?
4. During the past 30 days, about how often did you feel so depressed that nothing could cheer you up?
5. During the past 30 days, about how often did you feel that everything was an effort?
6. During the past 30 days, about how often did you feel worthless?

For each question, the respondent is asked to answer on a 5-point scale:

0. None of the time
1. A little of the time
2. Some of the time
3. Most of the time
4. All of the time

The sum of the six answers to these questions gives a number between 0 (no psychological distress) and 24 (high psychological distress).
Serious Mental Illness

An extension of the K6 scale is the concept of a Serious Mental Illness (SMI). A person with an SMI is defined by Kessler, et al. (2010) as:

A person who has met one of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual-IV disorder criteria (excluding developmental and substance abuse), AND has also met ONE of the following criteria:

- made a serious lethal suicide attempt;
- a work disability;
- a bipolar I disorder;
- serious violence or criminality;
- been out of role for over 30 days in a year.26

In lay person’s terms, a person with SMI has met two criteria: First, they have been diagnosed with a mood, anxiety, eating, impulse, sleeping, adjustment or psychotic disorder, which has reached a level that functionally impairs them or limits one or more major life activities. Second, they have met one of the five other criteria listed by Kessler above.

The K6 scale has been calibrated against the SMI diagnostic criteria, and thus can be used as a screening tool for SMI. Specifically, someone is likely to have SMI if their K6 score is 13 or above.27

In the US, a 2007 study using K6 found that, in the 30 days prior to the survey, 3.1 per cent of adults met the criteria for having an SMI, with this rising to eight per cent of adults living below the poverty line.28 A 2012 study found that 4.1% of US adults met the criteria for having an SMI.29

Examples

The following examples show how the K6 has been utilised to screen for psychological distress under various circumstances. A recent quantitative study of 93,606 American adults found that amongst healthy people, the effect of divorce (controlling for all other factors) on healthy persons was a rise in their K6 scores by 0.46 points (on a 0-24 K6 scale). Amongst 55,154 with a chronic health condition (such as hypertension, asthma, diabetes, liver or kidney disease), the controlled effect of being in chronic pain was a rise in their K6 scores by 1.88 points.30

Qualitatively, the three following examples show how the K6 scores of 7, 14, and 19 manifest in South Asian migrant workers (injury and salary claim workers).

27 Ibid; Fushimi et al, “Prevalence of psychological distress,” 328-44.
**Summary:** Even though Polash went into $4,200 of debt, had a bad accident, and had been badly treated by his employer, his experiences with Singapore's NGOs and MOM were positive. MOM forced Polash’s employer to return $4,000 to him, which paid his debts. He can now go home happy, healthy, and debt free. When asked whether he trusts Singapore law, he said he has “complete faith in the MOM.”

Polash is from a very poor family, and he needed to support his wife and children. He borrowed $4,200 from friends and family back home to come to Singapore to work as a construction worker in 2011.

When he first came to Singapore, he was relatively happy and content with his life. Work was hard, but he would tell himself that it was a test from God and he would have to accept this life as a reality. His loneliness would make him feel low, but at the end of the day, he would feel happy that he was at least employed here and was being paid in Singapore dollars – something he could only dream of back home.

However, his life changed when he fell from a height at a construction site in February 2013. In totality, he was advised to take four months of rest. His employer housed him, but refused to pay his medical bills, and after the four months, the Safety Coordinator began to threaten him that they would send him back to Bangladesh soon.

Due to fear from these unreasonable threats, he left the workers’ home and moved in with some of his friends in Little India. They advised him about the voluntary organisation TWC2, and about lodging a claim directly with MOM.

It’s been almost a year now, and the interviewee feels relatively happier. When he arrived from Bangladesh, his contract said that he would be paid $65 for a basic work day (8am to 5pm) and $27/day for overtime work. However, he was only paid $14 a day. Despite this, he continued working because he had to clear the loan and interest he had taken back home before coming to Singapore. However, MOM has now forced the company to pay him the $4,000 it owes. He has now cleared a major part of the loan. When asked whether he trusts Singapore law, he said that he has “complete faith in the MOM”.

At present, he is awaiting the last set of medical tests and an approval from MOM within 20-25 days before he can leave Singapore for good. He is happy because he can get to see his family after three long years.
Figure 11:
An example of a worker with a K6 score of 14

Nervous: Most of the time (3)  Depressed: Some of the time (2)
Hopeless: Most of the time (3)  Everything is an effort: Some of the time (2)
Fidgety: Some of the time (2)  Worthless: Some of the time (2)

Summary: Palani went $10,000 into debt to move to Singapore. He suffered a substantial injury to his head due to dangerously fast work conditions. His employer threatened him for not returning to work, and he eventually ran away fearing his employer would use “gangsters”\(^{31}\) to repatriate him. A year after the accident, he is still in considerable pain and his injury claim with MOM is not resolved, though MOM has forced his employer to pay his medical bills. Palani cannot wait to return home. He said that he wants to deconstruct the glamorous image of Singapore that draws workers to this country every year.

Palani sold his business in India for $10,000 to move to Singapore and get a construction job. He supports his wife, mother, and son. He used to be paid about $900 per month, and would send back about $400 to $500 per month to his family.

About a year ago, Palani had an accident at work where a large metal block struck his head. He said this happened because his supervisor was making the workers complete dangerous work at a fast pace. His employer took him to hospital and he was treated, but then his supervisor threatened to deduct $50 per day in pay if he didn’t return to work. He went back to work despite being in pain. However, eventually it was too much and he left his job a month later.

Palani then registered his injury claim with MOM. He voluntarily left his employer’s housing, fearing that if he stayed there, his supervisor would threaten him even more. In fact, he had heard that his supervisor was planning to use gangsters to get him to return home, should he take action.

He now lives with his friends in their house. Although his medical condition (pain in his eye and head) hasn’t improved considerably, he is happier and tension-free. The company has to cover his medical bills (because of MOM intervention), and he doesn’t fear his supervisor any longer.

Throughout this time, he kept his emotional pain to himself, and would not talk about it to others. His family knows of his injury; however, they are unaware of all the legal proceedings. Palani cannot wait to return home. He said that he wants to deconstruct the glamorous image of Singapore that draws Indian workers to this country every year.

\(^{31}\) This is the term workers commonly use for the employees of repatriation agencies.
Figure 12:  
An example of a worker with a K6 score of 19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nervous: All of the time (4)</th>
<th>Depressed: Some of the time (2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hopeless: Most of the time (3)</td>
<td>Everything is an effort: All of the time (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidgety: All of the time (4)</td>
<td>Worthless: Some of the time (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary: Hossain borrowed $8,000 to come to Singapore and was injured eight months later. His injury was not severe but his company refused to allow him to work, leaving him unemployed with a very large debt. He lodged an injury claim with MOM and has been effectively unemployed for about eight months. Hossain feels an immense sense of burden from his family, and a deep sense of injustice at the way he has been treated by his employer. The interviewer felt he was suicidal.

Hossain came to Singapore in late 2012, and was injured in mid-2013 when he fell from a significant height. He paid $8,000 in agent fees, and is still paying them back with the help of his brothers currently.

He was taken to the doctor and was given one day sick leave. The company gave him a letter of guarantee (LOG)\(^\text{32}\) for the first few visits, but refused to give any for the Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), and subsequent visits.

When he got better, the company refused to allow him to work again because they thought he was too much of a risk, so he was made unemployed. He lodged an injury claim with MOM and now lives with his brother (who pays for his accommodation). Due to lack of money he calls home once in 10 days.

He feels depressed most of the time as he feels that he has let his family down. His burden comes mainly from not being able to support them. “There is dignity in being a worker as I know I have an income and can support my family”. Whenever he calls home, he feels all the more burdened as his family members keep complaining about their situation and how much he is worsening their condition. He says, “Now nothing matters anymore.”

He hates his former company. He says that his boss used to constantly threaten him that he will be sent home and all employees lived in constant fear of repatriation. He was also hit a few times. MOM told him the company didn’t have any right to repatriate him, after which such threats stopped, increasing his faith in MOM.

He also says that his company owes him $400, as they were deducting $50 per month from his salary to pay for his flight back home. They have yet to pay him this money back.

These days he prefers to isolate himself and sit alone. He has limited appetite and sleep. [At this point the interviewer writes in her interview notes: “I feel he’s on the brink of suicide”].

---

\(^{32}\) A letter of guarantee (LOG) is a letter from the employer to the doctor or hospital guaranteeing to pay the worker’s medical bills.
Findings

Our survey found three main drivers of psychological distress amongst South Asian migrant workers: (1) accommodation problems of injury and salary claim workers, (2) the threat of repatriation by employers, and (3) agent fee debt.

The accommodation problems of injury and salary claim workers

Before we deal with the specific problem of accommodation, we want to present an overview of the general conditions of the injury and salary claim workers we surveyed.

Overview

Time without certified sick leave: Amongst the injured workers, the average injury occurred 256 days (approximately 8.5 months) ago. The distribution of days since injury (amongst injured workers) is shown in Figure 13. The distribution of days of sick leave certified by a doctor is shown in Figure 14. The average certified sick leave time was 93 days (three months and three days). The information from these two graphs can be integrated, giving Figure 15: the number of days with injury but no certified sick leave. On average, injured workers had spent 163 days (approximately 5.5 months) without certified sick leave.

Figure 13:
Time since injury
Figure 14:
Sick leave certified by doctor

Figure 15:
Days with injury but no certified sick leave
To make sense of these statistics, it is necessary to provide some background on the work injury compensation system (WICA) in Singapore. WICA provides employees with a low-cost alternative to common law settlement of compensation claims. Every employer is required by law to maintain adequate Work Injury Compensation insurance for all manual workers, and all non-manual workers earning less than $1,600 a month. For the employee, the advantage of WICA is that there is no need to prove fault of the employer and the claim can be made without a lawyer. Compensation under WICA is fixed and capped, based on a formula. Compensation covers certified sick leave wages (up to a year), medical expenses (up to $30,000 or 1 year, whichever is reached first), and compensation for ‘per cent permanent incapacitation’ or death (up to $218,000). Alternatively, a worker may lodge a civil suit, where compensation is not capped, but if they choose this route they must prove fault, substantiate damage claims, and, generally, employ a lawyer. A worker must elect whether to file a WICA claim with MOM or a civil suit. They cannot do both.

There are multiple ways to read the statistics in Figures 13, 14, and 15. Some have claimed that the long periods of time taken to resolve injury claims show that the WICA system is not working in the interests of workers. However, there are some legitimate reasons why WICA cases may take a long time to resolve: the first is that serious injuries often need time to stabilise before a final ‘per cent incapacitation’ can be calculated; and second, there is the right of both parties to appeal a decision, legitimately drawing out cases. On top of these legitimate reasons for WICA delays, there are also claims by employers that workers and their lawyers deliberately draw out the WICA process so as to allow workers more time to ‘moonlight’ – i.e. work illegally in Singapore.


**Figure 16:**
Neglect of medical treatment

Neglect of medical care: 40 per cent of injured workers reported either (1) missing treatments because they did not have a LOG – a letter from their employer to the hospital guaranteeing to pay the medical bills – and/or (2) not receiving necessary operations (Figure 16).

**Figure 17:**
Verbal & physical abuse

Employer abuse: 47 per cent of injury and salary claim workers reported being verbally abused (Figure 17). This compared to just 13 per cent of regular workers. Seven per cent of injury and salary claim workers reported being physically abused. This compared to just two per cent of regular workers.

35 The exact questions asked were “Has your boss scolded you?” and “Has your boss hit you?”
**K6 distribution:** The distribution of K6 scores of injury and salary claim workers, and regular Work Permit holders are vastly different. The mean K6 score of an injury and salary claim worker is 13.7, while the mean K6 score of regular workers is 6.5.\(^{36}\) See Figures 18 and 19.

\(^{36}\) An independent samples t-test found that the mean difference in K6 scores of 7.18 was significant with \(p < 0.001\).

---

**Figure 18:** Distribution of K6 scores (injury and salary claim workers)

**Figure 19:** Distribution of K6 scores (regular workers)
**Figure 20:**
Serious Mental Illness

SMI: The K6 distribution of injury and salary claim workers translates to a remarkably high predicted prevalence of SMI: 62 per cent. This compares to 13 per cent of regular workers. See Figure 20.

**Figure 21:**
Housing rental

The accommodation problem: One of the most notable findings of our survey was that only 10 per cent of injury and salary claim workers lived in employer provided accommodation. This compared to 78 per cent of regular workers. See Figure 21.
When we divide the injury and salary claim workers into two groups – those who live in employer provided accommodation and those who do not – we see a significant difference in the K6 scores (Figure 22) and predicted prevalence of an SMI (Figure 23): those who lived in employer provided accommodation have an average K6 of 10.02 with 34 per cent predicted to have an SMI, while those who do not live in employer provided accommodation have an average K6 of 14.11 with 65 per cent predicted to have an SMI. Also notice demonstrated in Figure 22 is the scale of the raw numbers of workers not living in employer provided accommodation: 310 workers from a total sample of 344.

Our survey demonstrated (1) a large number of injury and salary claim workers not living in employer provided accommodation, and (2) a correlation between not living in employer provided accommodation and psychological distress.

Employers and migrant workers provide competing accounts of why injury and salary claim workers are not living in employer provided accommodation. In our interviews with employers for a related study (forthcoming), employers claimed that injured workers would run away from employer-provided accommodation, either to find more convenient or better amenities, such as wanting to live closer to the city, or, because of a desire to ‘moonlight’ – i.e. work illegally. Some employers claimed that workers delay their repatriation using the WICA procedures, and in doing so, get to be placed on the Special Pass and earn up to 18 months extra time in Singapore to ‘moonlight’.

**Figure 22:**
Mean K6 scores of injury and salary claim workers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not living with employer (n310)</th>
<th>Living with employer (n34)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.11</td>
<td>10.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 23:**
Proportion of injury and salary claim workers predicted to have an SMI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not living with employer (n310)</th>
<th>Living with employer (n34)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our qualitative surveys generally found workers expressing a different account of the situation. The workers claimed that they ran away from employer-provided accommodation because of either a fear for their physical safety or a general discomfort with living in accommodation provided by an employer whom they are claiming against. See, for example, the case studies in Figures 11, 30, and 31.

Our quantitative survey provides some data to support the migrant workers’ perspective on this issue. Our survey found a probable motivation for workers running away: 65 per cent of injury and salary claim workers report that they had been threatened with repatriation by their employer, which will be elaborated in the next section of this report. This said, employer’s claims about ‘moonlighting’ may still stand true, and further research is necessary to ascertain the exact dynamics of ‘runaway’ workers.

Legal and policy implications

Under the EFMA, employers are required to ensure acceptable accommodation for their foreign employees until repatriation. Employers who fail to do so may be fined up to $10,000, or subject to a financial penalty of up to the same amount. They may also be imprisoned up to 12 months. Failure to meet the regulatory requirements will also be taken into consideration for all future work passes applications or renewals submitted by the employer.37

According to a forum reply from MOM published in the Straits Times on 13 Dec 2014, there are measures in place to support injured workers on Special Pass:

“Employers are required to provide adequate food, acceptable housing, and pay any medical leave wages and medical bills during the entire work injury compensation claim process, even after the workers’ Work Permits have already been cancelled. The MOM regularly conducts checks with Special Pass holders, and will take action against employers who fail to fulfil their responsibilities. A recent MOM survey of more than 500 Special Pass holders found that the large majority either had no issues with food and housing, or had declined MOM’s offer to ensure their employers provide for their upkeep. Special Pass holders who are not receiving adequate upkeep and maintenance from their employers or former employers can lodge a complaint with MOM.”38

In light of our studies findings – that only 10 per cent of injury and salary claim workers live in employer provided accommodation, and those who do not show significantly more emotional distress – we suggest that the existing provisions for Special Pass holder accommodation are inadequate.

One route for further policy development on this issue is to look into options for alternative accommodation for injury and salary claim workers. Could MOM mandate employers to monetise the accommodation and other benefits owed to injury and salary claim workers, allowing workers to find their own accommodation? Or could MOM, directly or indirectly through a third party, provide injury and salary claim workers with accommodation, and bill employers for the cost?


UNDER THE EFMA, EMPLOYERS ARE REQUIRED TO ENSURE ACCEPTABLE ACCOMMODATION FOR THEIR FOREIGN EMPLOYEES UNTIL REPATRIATION. EMPLOYERS WHO FAIL TO DO SO MAY BE FINED UP TO $10,000, OR SUBJECT TO A FINANCIAL PENALTY OF UP TO THE SAME AMOUNT.
Threats of repatriation

Overview

We asked workers: “Has your boss threatened to send you home?” (see Figure 24). Amongst the regular Work Permit holders, 10 per cent answered “Yes”. In contrast, amongst our injury and salary claim workers, 64 per cent answered “Yes”. See Figure 25.

Figure 24:
The threat of repatriation question (and Bengali translation)

32. Has your boss threatened to send you home? Yes/ No
বস কি আপনাকে দেশে পাঠানোর হুমকি দিয়েছে? হ্যাঁ/ না

Figure 25:
Proportion of migrant workers threatened with repatriation

64%
10%
Regular
Injury and Salary claim
The effect of such threats on psychological distress is quite significant, as detailed in Figures 26, 27, 28, and 29. With regular workers, the difference is marked, with the threatened and not threatened workers differing by nearly six points on the K6 scale (Figure 26).\(^{39}\) 48 per cent of regular workers threatened with repatriation were predicted to have an SMI (versus just nine per cent of those not threatened) (Figure 27).

For the injury and salary claim workers, the difference is smaller but still substantial, at just over two points (Figure 28).\(^{40}\) 70 per cent of injury and salary claim workers threatened with repatriation were predicted to have an SMI (versus 46 per cent of those not threatened) (Figure 29).

---

**Figure 26:**
Mean K6 scores of workers threatened with repatriation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not Threatened (n235)</th>
<th>Repatriation Threatened (n28)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>11.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 27:**
Proportion of threatened regular workers predicted to have an SMI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not Threatened (n235)</th>
<th>Repatriation Threatened (n28)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{39}\) An independent samples t-test found that the mean difference in K6 scores of 5.84 was significant with \(p < 0.001\).

\(^{40}\) An independent samples t-test found that the mean difference in K6 scores of 2.76 was significant with \(p < 0.001\).
Figure 28:
Mean K6 scores of injury and salary claim workers (threatened with repatriation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not Threatened (n=125)</th>
<th>Repatriation Threatened (n=219)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>14.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 29:
Proportion of injury and salary claim workers (threatened with repatriation) predicted to have an SMI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not Threatened (n=125)</th>
<th>Repatriation Threatened (n=219)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proportion</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legal and policy implications

There are existing regulations which should protect workers from arbitrary termination of their employment. Under the Singapore system for terminating employment contracts, a Work Permit holder’s employment contract is subject to the same notice requirements as local workers’ contracts (in situations where there are no other agreements). Written notice must be provided in advance of termination. This notice period depends on the length of service: one day notice for service less than six months, one week notice for service between six months and two years, and two to four weeks’ notice for longer periods of service.41

A Work Permit must be cancelled within a week of employment ending. Processing by MOM takes, at most, three working days, though generally less than a day. Upon cancellation of Work Permits, employers need to ensure that non-Malaysian workers are repatriated within a week. Workers with outstanding employment issues, such as injury and salary claims, are eligible for a Special Pass. A Special Pass allows the worker to remain in Singapore legally while waiting for their outstanding claims and/or other issues to be resolved. Further, MOM has an arrangement with the Immigration and Checkpoints Authority (ICA) where any worker with employment grievances at immigration checkpoints will be referred to MOM for investigation.

In theory, these regulations should limit the influence of employer’s threats of repatriation. However, there are several possible reasons why these regulations are not translating into changes in employer behaviour or employee beliefs.

First, workers are often on the losing end of the bargain with their employers. Upon termination of their Work Permit, these men will have to return to their home which they had left due to the lack of employment opportunities, amongst other reasons in the first place. They do not have the luxury of time and mobility to look for alternative employment opportunities in Singapore.

On the other hand, employers can easily employ other migrant workers in replacement. This puts considerable power in the hands of the employer to issue threats.

Second, from our qualitative interviews with migrant workers, it seems clear that there is a pervasive belief amongst these workers that their employers can repatriate them should they choose to do so, meaning that threats from employers are often taken at face value.

Third, workers often have limited access to, and consequently, limited confidence in governmental channels of assistance. In our interviews, we found workers often have difficulty providing the authorities with hard evidence that they have been mistreated, and therefore warrant assistance. The nature of interpersonal relations and acts of abuse, such as the threat of repatriation, is that they leave very little documentary evidence. Figure 30 shows one example of the story of a Special Pass holder who had exactly this problem proving to MOM that he was being abused. MOM was vigilant in acting once it had ‘documentary’ evidence, but clearly this was too late. In this regard, the difficulty of providing documentary evidence may (i) weaken a worker’s claim should he approach MOM or other relevant authorities for assistance; (ii) delay the necessary assistance to migrant workers; and consequently (iii) prevent some workers from seeking assistance in the first place as they have little confidence of receiving the desired assistance and protection.

42 Ministry of Manpower, n.d., “…check the outcome (approved or rejected) on the same day if submission is made before 8pm (Mon-Fri) and 2pm (Sat). Otherwise, please check on the next working day,” “Step-by-Step Guide to Cancel A Foreign Worker…” www.mom.gov.sg/Documents/services-forms/passes/step-by-step-guide/Step_by_Step_Guide_for_eCancellation_of_FW_WP.pdf


44 “…MOM has an arrangement with the Immigration and Checkpoints Authority (ICA) to surface complaints and refer departing foreign employees who express employment grievances at the immigration checkpoints. These employees will then be referred to MOM for investigations.” Singapore Parliamentary Debates, Official Report (21 November 2011) (Mr Tharman Shanmugaratnam), 88: 638, http://sprs.parl.gov.sg/search/report.jsp?currentPubID=00076180-WA
Jabed fell from the second level of the building, injuring his lower back, left leg and arm. For two or three days, the company refused to take him to a doctor. Eventually, Jabed went on his own, but the company found him and forced him to come back. Three days later, the company locked him in a room for four days. Jabed thinks he was confined by the company so that he would not run to the doctors or MOM, and that in the meantime, they could arrange for his flight back home. Jabed managed to escape, and after staying with friends, found a place to rent for $200 per month.

He went to a large public hospital to have his injuries treated, but the doctors said he required a LOG from the employer for an MRI scan. He then went to MOM, which arranged a meeting with the company and insurance company for the next day. MOM then confirmed the salary due to Jabed.

MOM told Jabed to live with his employer, which Jabed refused to do as he was scared that he would be forced to go back and may be tortured. A few days later, Jabed was threatened with repatriation again by his employer, and this time Jabed got hold of documentary proof of purchase of the plane ticket, and went straight to MOM. MOM then spoke to the company, forcing them to cancel the ticket. This incident hurried the process of acquiring a Special Pass for him.

The prevalence of treats of repatriation is likely to have three main implications. First, according to interviews with injured migrant workers, the practice of threatening repatriation is intimately related to the problem of injured workers ‘running away’ from the accommodation provided by their employer, and the subsequent problem of a large pool of injured migrant workers reliant on NGOs for their support. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 31. Second, if employers are using threats to prevent workers from accessing basic services like medical help or the workers’ compensation system, then this behaviour contradicts the law. Third, and relatedly, if employers can use threats of repatriation to hide workplace injuries and disputes, then it necessarily means that these threats are undermining occupational health and safety, and labour dispute statistics. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 32.
**Figure 31:**
Figure 31: Example of the dynamics of injuries, threats of repatriation, and loss of accommodation

Imran injured his fingers while unloading a truck. He was taken to a nearby private clinic, bandaged, and given two weeks of Medical Certificate leave (MC). His boss told him not to report the incident to anyone and if asked by his colleagues, to tell them that he was wearing his personal protective equipment. The boss told Imran that if he spoke about the incident to anyone, they would immediately send him back to Bangladesh.

Several weeks later, Imran realised he did not receive any payment from the company for the time he was on MC. A rumour spread around the company that Imran had a meeting with a lawyer about this. The boss then summoned Imran to the office and began questioning him about the lawyer. The boss was aggressive, even threatening to have him beaten up by hit-men. The boss told Imran to be very careful.

That night Imran was advised by friends to leave the company premises, and now lives in a rented room in Little India.

---

**Figure 32:**
Figure 32: Example of compromised health and safety because of threats of repatriation

Subir slipped a disc in his back while assisting a crane with a lift. He is now pursuing his compensation claim through MOM. He feels that his employer uses the threat of repatriation to intimidate witnesses. The Safety Supervisor from his ex-company has refused to serve as an eyewitness in his favour. Subir believes that the ‘biggest problem faced by construction workers in Singapore’ is that even though other workers see the injury, nobody dares to stand witness for fear of being fired. Another witness, a friend of his who used to work with him at his ex-company, but now works in another company, has agreed to testify for him.
There are two potential routes for further policy development on this issue: (i) changing employer discretion over repatriation conditions, and (ii) ensuring protection in the absence of documentary proof of threats of repatriation, and/or other abuse.

The first is to look into options to change employers’ discretion over, and involvement in, Work Permit holders’ visa and repatriation conditions. Employer discretion over repatriation could be reduced by delinking a Work Permit holder’s visa and employment contract. This is currently the case for high-skilled workers on the Personalised Employment Pass (PEP). The PEP worker can be sacked and not be forced to repatriate. As the MOM website states:

PEP holders are allowed to remain in Singapore for up to six months between jobs to evaluate new employment opportunities.45

Similarly, Employment Pass and S Pass holders are generally granted a Short-Term Visit Pass (STVP) upon termination of their work passes. STVP holders can remain in Singapore for another 30 days to seek other employment opportunities.46

The potential problems with creating a PEP or STVP type visa for Work Permit holders are at least two fold. First, what would happen with the $5,000 security bond, now paid by employers as a guarantee that workers will repatriate after their visa expires?47 Would workers have to pay this security bond? Or would it be abolished? What are the implications of abolishing the security bond? Will it lead to more overstayers? Second, Work Permit holders would have to provide the resources and accommodation to sustain themselves through a period of unemployment. There is room for policy innovation that perhaps draws on some of the flexibility of other visa types, while being tailored to the special circumstances of Work Permit holders.

Many questions would need to be answered. What length of unemployment can Work Permit holders sustain themselves for? What accommodation arrangements would be made for an unemployed Work Permit holder? Who would be responsible for the cost of the return flight?

The second route for policy development is with regards to ensuring worker safety in the absence of documented proof of abuse. What are the alternatives to waiting for documentary evidence of abuse? Could MOM shift the burden of proof from the employee (to prove his employer is unsafe) to the employer (to prove that the employee is safe from threats of repatriation and/or other forms of abuse and exploitation)? How would an employer prove that his worker is safe?


47 This security bond is usually paid via an insurance cover, not in cash by employers.
Agent fee debt

Overview

Our survey found that 81 per cent of the total sample reported having paid agent fees to come to Singapore. Workers reportedly paid between $1,000 and $10,000.

Our survey found that two agent fee variables correlated with psychological distress: ‘paid an agent fee’ and ‘unpaid debt’. Figure 33 shows that 62 per cent of regular workers, and 92 per cent of injury and salary claim workers paid an agent fee to come to Singapore. Figure 34 shows that six per cent of regular workers, and 25 per cent of injury and salary claim workers had some type of unpaid debt remaining at the time of our study.

The effect of paying an agent fee on psychological distress can be seen in Figures 35, 36, 37, and 38. Regular workers who paid an agent fee to come to Singapore had K6 scores nearly two points higher on average than those who did not pay an agent fee (Figure 35). This translated into an increase in predicted prevalence of SMI of six per cent (Figure 36). Injury and salary claim workers (Figure 37) who paid an agent fee had K6 scores over two points higher on average than those who did not pay an agent fee. This translated into an increase in predicted prevalence of SMI of 23 per cent (Figure 38). Notice that in both groups, paying an agent fee leads to a 50 per cent increase in the chance of having an SMI (Figures 36 and 38).

The effect of unpaid debt (seen in Figures 39, 40, 41, and 42) on psychological distress was a little more ambiguous. Regular workers with unpaid debt had K6 scores four points higher on average than those with paid debt (Figure 39). This translated into doubling the chance of having an SMI (Figure 40), but the difference in predicted SMI is not significant. Our study found no significant effect of unpaid debt on the psychological distress (K6) of injury and salary claim workers, but did find an effect on predicted prevalence of SMI for injury and salary claim workers (Figures 41 and 42).

We noted that a recently released study of the mental health of FDWs in Singapore also found that debt in Singapore and/or home country (presumably from agent and other related fees) correlated with worse mental health.

48 An independent samples t-test found that the mean difference in K6 scores of 1.86 was significant with p < 0.01.

49 A chi-squared test found that the difference in proportions of SMI prevalence was not statistically significant (p < 0.13).

50 An independent samples t-test found this difference was not statistically significant (mean difference = 1.00, p = 0.119). A chi-squared test found that the difference in proportions of SMI prevalence was significant with p < 0.04.

Figure 33:
Proportion of migrant workers who paid an agent fee

Figure 34:
Proportion of migrant workers whose agent fee remains unpaid

Figure 35:
Mean K6 scores of regular workers (who paid an agent fee)
Figure 36: Proportion of regular workers (who paid an agent fee) predicted to have an SMI

- Paid an agent fee (n163): 15%
- Did not pay an agent fee (n98): 9%

Figure 37: Mean K6 scores of injury and salary claim workers (who paid an agent fee)

- Paid an agent fee (n317): 13.92
- Did not pay an agent fee (n27): 11.16

Figure 38: Proportion of injury and salary claim workers (who paid an agent fee) predicted to have an SMI

- Paid an agent fee (n317): 63%
- Did not pay an agent fee (n27): 40%
**Figure 39:**
Mean K6 scores of regular workers (whose debt remains unpaid)

- Debt Unpaid (n16): 10.61
- Debt repaid (n245): 6.25

**Figure 40:**
Proportion of regular workers (whose debt remains unpaid) predicted to have an SMI

- Debt Unpaid (n16): 25%
- Debt repaid (n245): 12%

**Figure 41:**
Mean K6 scores of injury and salary claim workers (whose debt remains unpaid)

- Debt Unpaid (n87): 14.45
- Debt repaid (n257): 13.45
Figure 42:
Proportion of injury and salary claim workers (whose debt remains unpaid) predicted to have an SMI

![Bar Chart]

- Debt Unpaid (n=87) - 71%
- Debt Repaid (n=257) - 59%

Figure 43:
Example of stress caused by debt

This is Kabir’s second time in Singapore working as a construction worker. This time round, he only had to pay $3,200 in agent fees compared to the first time, when he paid $7,000. His father helped him take a loan, out of which $1,500 has yet to be paid back. If he is unable to pay back the loan, he has to sell his plot of land, leaving his joint family of over 20 people homeless; he may even be sent to prison.

How does the unpaid agent fee debt translate into psychological distress in the worker’s life? Figure 43 provides an excerpt from an interview with a worker who describes experiences of borrowing to pay agent fees, and the potential consequences for him and his family should he fail to repay this debt.
Legal and policy implications

Agent fees are broadly understood to be composed of two parts: (1) legitimate, fairly priced, necessary services for the migration process, and (2) the rest, which is generally considered exploitative of the migrant worker.

There are two primary driving forces behind the exploitative portion of the agent fee: first, information and power asymmetry and, second, the layering of middlemen that occur within the recruitment systems in the migrant workers’ home countries. Information and power asymmetry refers to the expertise and contacts which a recruitment agent has, and which the potential migrant worker does not. Because of his or her lack of knowledge and access to resources like visas and jobs, the migrant worker is open to significant exploitation in the form of exorbitant fees. Layering of middlemen occurs within the recruitment systems in migrant workers’ home countries in the form of chains of referrals (apparently up to three people), who, like distributors in a pyramid scheme, take a fee for each step in the chain.

Agents and agency fees within Singapore are monitored by the Singapore government’s EAA regulatory framework. The EAA regulatory framework licences all entities and individuals carrying out employment agency work in Singapore. The framework requires that key appointment holders and other employment agency personnel must be certified via a 32 to 40 hour course, and that all personnel who perform employment agency-related work must be registered. The framework requires a $20,000 to $60,000 security deposit to be paid by all employment agencies.

With respect to agency fees, the framework caps fees that may be charged to employees at one month’s worth of salary per year of employment contract, subject to a maximum of two months’ worth of salary. The fee cap does not cover any agency fees collected and retained by overseas employment agencies, costs of training, medical check-ups overseas, and travel expenses. Like most other countries that host migrant workers (with the exception of New Zealand, see Figure 44), the Singapore government does not have a policy for regulating ‘offshore’ agents or agency fees.

While the primary victims of exploitative agent fees are migrant workers, it can be argued that these agent fees also create a cost for Singaporean society. Agent fees risks being imported into Singaporean society as kickbacks paid to employers. These kickbacks, where they exist, are a form of corruption, representing a fee paid to an employer for the right to a job. Several migrant worker NGOs already claim that such kickbacks are entrenched within the construction industry, for example


We see three important routes for further research and policy development on the issue of agent fees: first, quantifying the distribution of debt and distress across the migrant worker communities of Singapore; second, tracing agent fees back to their sources, and calculating the proportion of the fees which are exploitative; and third, exploring options for the Singapore government to act to reduce the exploitative portion of agent fees paid by migrant workers.

First, one area for further research would be a rigorous mapping of agent fee debt and debt distress of Work Permit and injury and salary claim workers by country and industry. Agent fees and debt distress are issues which are most likely to be highly specific to particular countries and industries. This allows for the prioritisation of areas for further policy intervention.

Second, a combination of qualitative research methods could be used to trace the fees to their source. Essentially this would involve interviews – with workers, with migration agents, with employers, and possibly migrant government officials – with the goal of getting an exact breakdown of the origins of all the parts of the agent fee debt that migrant workers accrue. With such a breakdown, the legitimate migration services can be identified and costed, and the exploitative parts of the agent fee similarly identified. We acknowledge that there would be challenges for anyone embarking on such work, including the problem of cross-country research, and the difficulty of tracing informal networks of agents and recruiters.

Third, once such exploitative fees are identified, the question is “What can Singapore do about it?” Unfortunately, the vast bulk of the agent fees accrued by migrant workers are accrued in other countries. The migration agents who are responsible for these exploitative fees are beyond the reach of traditional Singapore law.

It seems, therefore, that some genuine policy innovation is going to be needed if Singapore is to be able to exercise some control over these agency fees. Researching such options is the third proposal we have for further research.

The type of options which we think Singapore could explore are, first, New Zealand’s Immigration Advisers Licensing Act 2007 – which regulates all of New Zealand’s offshore migration agents – and second, the model of Capella Hotels and Resorts negotiation of model offshore agents. As can be seen in Figure 44, New Zealand’s Act licences offshore (and onshore) agents, sets a code of conduct, and has a disciplinary tribunal to enforce it. As can be seen in Figure 45, the Singapore corporation Capella Hotels and Resorts managed to halve its migrant workers’ agent fees by working with model agencies, setting a code of conduct, standardising fees, and enforcing these rules through denial of business to those agents who did not comply.
What does the Immigration Advisers Licensing Act 2007 (the Act) do?

“The Act aims to protect consumers and enhance the reputation of New Zealand as a migration destination. The Act creates a framework for the regulation of individuals providing immigration advice both onshore and offshore.”

“The Immigration Advisers Authority (the Authority), headed by a Registrar, was established within the Department of Labour in 2007 to oversee the licensing of immigration advisers (www.iaa.govt.nz). Competency standards and a code of conduct setting out the standards required of immigration advisers have been developed. A disciplinary tribunal (the Immigration Advisers Complaints and Disciplinary Tribunal) has also been established within the Ministry of Justice.”58

Description of the Immigration Advisers Licensing Act 2007 from the New Zealand government’s Department of Immigration website

How does New Zealand regulate offshore migration agents?

The 2007 Act requires all persons who apply for a New Zealand visa to list, on their application form, any persons who have provided them with immigration advice.

Immigration advice is defined as “using, or purporting to use, knowledge of or experience in immigration to advise, direct, assist or represent another person in regard to an immigration matter relating to New Zealand, whether directly or indirectly and whether or not for gain or reward.”

According to the Act, all persons who provide immigration advice relating to New Zealand must be registered with the Immigration Advisers Authority (the Authority).

Registered immigration advisers are required to abide by a code of conduct, which is approved by the Minister of Immigration, and listed on the Authority’s website. This code of conduct includes standards of professional and ethical conduct, including standards for fees, invoices, written agreements, and complaints procedures.59

The Tribunal (Immigration Advisers Complaints and Disciplinary Tribunal) and the Authority (the Immigration Advisers Authority) together enforce the Act and the code of conduct. Any persons may make a complaint to the Authority, who then investigates all complaints. The Authority may choose to send complaints to the Tribunal for determination. Sanctions available to the Tribunal include caution, training, suspension of licence, cancellation of licence, orders preventing future application for two years, fines, payment of costs, and refund or compensation of clients.60

continued on next page —


How does the New Zealand system differ from Singapore’s EAA?

The most notable distinction between the New Zealand system and Singapore’s EAA is that the New Zealand regulations apply to both onshore and offshore migration agents. This is in significant contrast to Singapore laws which, for example, require licence holders to be Singapore Citizens, Permanent Residents, or Employment Pass holders. The scope of the two regulatory frameworks also appear to be quite different, with, for example, the New Zealand Act regulating all fees charged by migration agents, while Singapore’s legislation explicitly excludes agency fees retained by overseas employment agents, expenses incurred overseas (such as training and medical check-ups overseas), and travel expenses to Singapore.

In 2008, the Singapore company Capella Hotels and Resorts (then known as West Paces Hotel Group) commissioned a report which studied the recruitment practices and integration of migrant workers into the 4-star and 5-star hospitality sector.

The recommendations of the report were implemented with an international recruitment strategy for Work Permit holders, which aimed at removing exploitative fees and practices to better motivate employees to deliver quality work with full attention and commitment. Prior to the implementation of the programme, 82 per cent of employees were paying $6,500 or more in agent fees, and 47 per cent were paying $8,000 or more. The programme claimed to have approximately halved the agent fees for its employees in the first cohort.

Capella’s strategy for halving agent fees involved signing agreements with model agents with a detailed code of conduct, including standardised agent fees. Agents who broke these agreements were denied further business until their practices reached an acceptable standard.

A Capella spokesperson said: “We endeavour to do our best to improve the lives of all team members whether Singaporean or foreign, and treat all staff fairly. We have terminated agreements with third parties who have not respected our commitments. We are not perfect but we continue to be vigilant to ensure that we always do the right thing by our people.”
Conclusion

Low-paid migrant workers are a vital yet vulnerable part of Singapore’s economy and society. Numbering nearly one million persons, it is crucial that we seek to understand the welfare issues of this segment of the population.

We undertook two forms of analysis. First, we measured the levels of psychological distress and expected SMI amongst 261 South Asian Work Permit holders, and 344 South Asian injury and salary claim workers. While most regular Work Permit holders were relatively happy and healthy, our study predicts endemic levels of SMI amongst the injury and salary claim workers: 62 per cent met the screening conditions for an SMI. We found three main drivers of psychological distress: housing problems of injury and salary claim workers, threats of repatriation, and agent fee debt.

Second, we used qualitative interviews and secondary research to attempt to understand the fundamental dynamics of these drivers of distress, and to recommend strategic areas for further research. We found that the housing problems of injury and salary claim workers seemed to be intimately connected to this issue of threats of repatriation. Most workers we spoke to had left employer accommodation “voluntarily”, out of fear for their safety and welfare. The case of agent fee debt, we argued, is largely a product of two main factors in the recruitment process in these workers’ home countries: information and power asymmetry between the recruitment agents and potential workers, and the layering of middlemen, with the consequent layering of fees.

We propose a number of areas where further research could help understand and alleviate the sources of stress identified in this paper. To address the problem of distress caused by lack of accommodation, we recommend exploring options for alternative housing for injury and salary claim workers. To address the problem of distress caused by threats of repatriation, we suggest exploring options for delinking Work Permit holders’ visas and employment contracts. For example, one option is to change Work Permit visas so that they are more like PEP or STVP, which an employer cannot cancel. Another option is to review the burden of proof required by workers to qualify for such assistance when abuse is alleged. To address the problem of distress caused by agent fee debt, we recommend exploring the regulation of offshore migration agents using a system similar to that used by New Zealand, or by the Singapore firm Capella Hotels and Resorts.

As we wrote in the beginning, confronting and solving these issues is not just about improving the welfare of migrant workers in Singapore. There are also economic and political interests of Singapore that are affected by these issues. Some of our findings have implications for Singapore’s occupational health and safety system. Other findings have implications for the agent fee system, which could represent a mechanism by which unsavoury practices like kickbacks are imported into the Singaporean society. Finally, all of our findings suggest there is room for improvement in the general organisation of the laws and procedures governing migrant workers in Singapore. We hope that this study will help contribute to such change.
Numbering nearly one million persons, low-waged, low-skilled migrant workers are a vital yet vulnerable part of Singapore’s economy and society. This study, undertaken several months before the Little India riots of December 2013, measures the psychological distress of 261 South Asian Work Permit holders, and 344 South Asian injury and salary claim workers. While most regular Work Permit holders are relatively happy and healthy, our study finds that 62 per cent of injury and salary claim workers meet the screening conditions for a Serious Mental Illness. We find that the three main drivers of psychological distress are (1) the housing problems of injury and salary claim workers, (2) threats of repatriation against both injured and regular workers, and (3) agent fee debt. We recommend a range of policy options to address these problems, including alternative housing for injury and salary claim workers; delinking Work Permit holders’ visas and employment contracts; and regulation of offshore migration agents.
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